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ABSTRACT: “What is Special about Language?: A Media Theory/Biosemiotics Approach” 
 
This article takes a two-pronged approach to explain how language serves both as a 
technological extension of the human and as a biologically integrated system that functions and 
evolves like a living organism. The first part employs the concept of technogenesis to explore 
how language was the catalyst for a coevolutionary process involving enhanced speech and 
auditory organs, the expansion and neural reorganization of the human brain, social integration, 
and the development of representational thinking. In part two, my analysis draws on the theory 
of biosemiotics to demonstrate a deep-seated, isomorphic relation between the semiotic system at 
work in biological organisms and the one that informs the continuing evolution of language. 
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What is Special about Language? A Media Theory/Biosemiotics Approach 
 

Language is generally considered the faculty that more than any other sets the human off from all 
other species, including from other primates, with whom we share many cognitive and social 
traits. The extraordinary mental capacity humans have gained through our ability to achieve and 
extend our use of language has prompted linguists, philosophers, cognitive scientists, and 
evolutionary biologists to ask what is special about it. This line of questioning has led many to 
posit a specialized biological system unique to humans that enables them to acquire and process 
language in a generative fashion. Most notable in this regard is, of course, Noam Chomsky’s 
long influential theory of a universal grammar that enables children to learn and execute 
syntactical operations that are shared by all languages. My analysis in this paper will add to the 
growing chorus of scholars who reject this idea of an inherited biological system dedicated to 
language. My goal however is not to counter this view head-on with a rebuttal, as many have 
already done.1 I pose here the question “what is special about language?” not in search of some 
facet that sets it apart from the rest of the natural and cultural elements that define us as human, 
but rather in order to examine how language, despite the extraordinary status attributed to it, 
evolved as part of and fits into the biological order that structures all living organisms. 
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Keeping with this goal, I have divided my analysis into two lines of inquiry that, on one 
hand, focuses on the cultural forces shaping human evolution, and on the other, explores how 
language was a natural outgrowth of biological evolution. In the first section I analyze how it 
relates to the uniquely human ability to produce forms of technology that alter the environment 
we inhabit and coevolve with us as our culture advances. In the second half I examine language’s 
part in human evolution as it relates to the organizing forces that sustain the survival and propel 
the growth of all living organisms. In both regards, leading thinkers who have rejected the notion 
that humans have acquired an innate language instinct still recognize that our linguistic abilities 
occupy a special status among all the factors that have shaped our species.  Terence Deacon and 
Jesper Hoffmeyer, the two evolutionary biologists whose theories inform my approach in section 
two, assert that language is an unequivocal anomaly among all the forms of social 
communication practiced by various species. They stress this point not to suggest that we need to 
seek an explanation outside our established knowledge of biology. Rather, they argue that the 
common failure to accept that language is an exception to the more general rule and the tendency 
to use it as the yardstick for evaluating animal communication bolster linguistic theories that 
defy hard evidence. Similarly, Andy Clark, a philosopher whose concept of extended or 
distributed cognition underpins the media theory employed in the first section, affords language a 
special status as well. He contends that both speech and written texts extend the bounds of 
natural cognition, in much the same manner as computers. However, their ubiquity and ease of 
use is such, he contends, that we tend to consider them as part of the biological system rather 
than as technological additions. Distinguishing between the two, he describes our use of speech 
“as biologically proper, to the human agent, as the use of webs is to the spider,” whereas written 
texts “straddle the intuitive divide between the web (biologically proper) and the crane (a true 
artefact).”2 As this figurative account suggests, language’s “straddling” of the divide between 
technology (in the form of a medium) and our biological make-up affords it a special status. The 
two sections of this essay take different paths to explore precisely this question: how can 
language be both a technological extension of the human and a biologically integrated system 
that functions like a living organism? 

 
Language as a Technology 

 
The ability to develop technologies for the storage and dissemination of information 

altered and extended the human neural system and set hominin on the irreversible course of 
cultural evolution. Asserting that any technology that entails prosthetic extensions of the body is 
a medium, Marshall McLuhan depicts media not merely as a means for conveying knowledge or 
information, but rather as an expansion of our cognitive system that works its effects back onto 
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the body and changes our whole nervous system: “Physiologically, man in the normal use of 
technology (or his variously extended body) is perpetually modified by it and in turn finds ever 
new ways of modifying his technology.”3 In line with McLuhan’s media theory, the concept of 
technogenesis proposes that the ability to change the environment through technics and to evolve 
along with those technological changes distinguishes humans from other animals.4 It states that 
the integral coupling of the biological human with the technologically altered external 
environment defines the originary condition of the human and drives the coevolutionary process 
that has determined the advance of the species. The capacity to archive and retrieve 
representations of key technological processes in the external world propelled homonin out of 
the slow, plodding advance of biological evolution and into an ever-accelerating cycle of bodily 
changes that occur in response to the alterations it makes in the world. 

The use and manufacture of the first tools paved the way for the appearance of language 
as the principal medium propelling human evolution. The external representation of the process 
required to produce the first tools, choppers, and rudimentary bi-faced blades resided first in the 
material trace, that is, in the tool itself. The tool was the reservoir or medium where the technical 
steps in the procedure was stored as a prosthetic extension that enabled Homo habilis to act with 
foresight and started the long process of specifically human evolution whereby “the 
differentiation of the cortex is determined by the tool just as much as that of the tool by the 
cortex.”5 The tool as an external medium for memory is then technogenesis at its origin, the first 
instance of the coevolution of the human and technology that set hominin on the path to 
becoming Homo sapiens. While most biological organisms evolve directly within natural 
environments, adaptation to the cultural and technological innovations introduced by humans 
involves a process of technical mediation. Once a tool culture had been established, this set in 
motion a gradually accelerating expansion of technology (including speech/language) and the 
bodily systems that reflect and support its workings. 

Early tools were not just primitive prosthetic devices that supported and extended already 
existing systems of biomechanics in the prehuman biological makeup. The shaping of the brain 
(functionally and anatomically) through the tools we produce is an essential factor in human 
(cultural) evolution. It involves a cumulative augmentation of biological and cultural capabilities 
that build reciprocally upon earlier developments in the prosthetic relation between our bodies 
and technology. And these past states do not simply dissipate and pass away, but rather they 
remain functioning alongside or assimilated into more recent systems. The coevolution of the 
human with the cultural environment creates in each successive phase not only new systems but 
also a distinct techno-biological pattern of adaptation. In this coevolutionary dynamic the process 
of technological innovation mirrors the pattern of exaptation that occurs in biological evolution.6 
In both cases, recently produced systems recruit functions originally devised for another purpose 
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to serve the needs of the new situation. The new structures do not eradicate the original function, 
but rather rely on the retention of the original functionality to scaffold its own operations.  

This scaffolding structure, which is key to the coevolutionary advance of the human with 
technology, informs not only epigenetic inheritance but also transgenerational changes to the 
neural architecture of the brain. Through neural pruning as well as synaptogenesis those 
networks that are needed to process input from the environment form or are reinforced, while 
those that serve little purpose die out. The technological innovations produced by each 
generation then reconfigure the neural architecture of the next. The main period of adaptation 
lasts from infancy until early adulthood, at which point the neural circuitry in an individual 
becomes largely fixed. When each generation reaches maturity and begins to leave its mark on 
the world, these changes in brain function drive the next wave of technological innovation, 
which then starts the subsequent cycle of generational adaptation. Deeper structural affinities 
develop between ever more complex and sophisticated technologies and the neural circuits of the 
brain. As this occurs, each generation attains a new mantle of neural circuitry that extends the 
existing systems. The essential neural organization of the previous generation is retained as new 
networks develop on top of it to negotiate the technology of the next generation. Whether the 
changes to the neural architecture of the brain are inherited or not, the evolutionary chain is 
sustained outside the body via the persistence of and modification to technologies. The constant 
progress of technological innovation ensures that the neural networks required to engage with the 
technical world will be needed by the subsequent generation as well. Just as the advance of 
technology depends on the cumulative buildup of capabilities across successive generations, the 
neural circuitry that develops does not replace existing networks. Rather the neural systems 
shaped by previous iterations of technology provides the necessary foundation for the expanded 
neural networks required to manage the new cultural environment. 

In keeping with this pattern of coevolution, the underlying networks of corresponding 
technological and biological systems have a structural affinity. Bernhard Stiegler emphasizes the 
centrality of this facet of human evolution in this provocative declaration: “The prosthesis is not 
a mere extension of the human body; it is the constitution of his body qua ‘human.’”7 If one 
takes this assertion at face value, then it would follow that language, generally considered the 
quintessential human faculty, is, in McLuhan’s terms, the prosthetic extension of integral 
changes that occurred in the higher-order neural networks of the emerging human. Terrence 
Deacon suggests how language is the ultimate instantiation of this fundamental principle with 
this clever analogy: “The human brain should reflect language in its architecture the same way 
that birds reflect the aerodynamics of flight.”8 

To see how language fits into this pattern of biotechnological evolution, I want to draw 
on Antonio Damasio’s account of the basic biological systems that generate our mental life and 
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enable humans to deploy media as prosthetic extensions of the body. In contrast to the theorists 
of biosemiotics whose ideas will support my arguments in the second half of this essay, Damasio 
does not employ semiotics to explain how living organisms interpret and interact with the world 
around them. However, his view of homeostasis as the basic dynamic underlying the impetus for 
living organisms to not only survive but also to establish more favorable circumstances that 
enable them to thrive and reproduce coincides in the key points with the concept of biosemiosis. 
Countering the more conventional “quasi-static” view of homeostasis as a life force bent on the 
maintenance of the status quo, Damasio asserts that even in primordial unicellular organisms 
such as bacteria homeostasis requires an ability to sense and respond to both internal states and 
external stimuli in such a way as to increase the life energy of the organism.9 Tracing the origins 
of “minded” life back to the very emergence of cellular life (3.7 - 4 billion years ago), he 
recounts the evolution of perception, memory, communication, and social governance from their 
presence in prokaryotes (single-celled organisms without nuclei) through the emergence of 
eukaryotic cells (with nuclei) and multicellular organisms to organisms that possess a nervous 
system.10 Important for the present purposes is his account of the changes that occurred in the 
advance from the first organisms that developed elementary nerve nets to those with a more 
complex nervous system. Nerve nets are the initial structure that neurons assumed when they 
became a vital part of the more complicated eukaryotic organisms in the Precambrian period 
(that ended about 550 million years ago). They consist of nerves that sense and act in response to 
both external stimuli and internal response impulses. These nerve cells are limited in their ability 
to retain information about the events they detect (memory) or to map the constitutive nature of 
the experience. That is, they lack the ability to generate the images that eventually lead to the 
minds and conscious states of organisms with more complex nervous systems. 

As organisms acquired an increasingly organized nervous system, this central network 
managed the storage and integration of the manifold signals detected by its various receptor 
neurons—from both external stimuli and internal states within the organism. These “mappings” 
produced by the central nervous system constitute internal representations. Higher-order mental 
faculties assess, interpret and act on this information. As the body produces a constant stream of 
mappings, a form of core consciousness manipulates the images generated.11 Long before species 
evolved that had conscious awareness of these mental representations, this base level of 
consciousness could process a steady stream of images—not only visual, but also auditory, 
somatosensory, kinesthetic, and other types of images—and guide the organism’s response to 
both the world around it and to changes in its internal systems.12 

Initially, the explicit expression of these representations was only accessible to the 
individual organism. What I want to explore here is the evolutionary process by which more 
advanced species gained the ability to convey these internal mappings to others in its group (and 
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to a lesser extent to other species) and how this relates to the emergence of language. The first 
medium, that is, the first instance when combinatory internal, mental representations were made 
explicitly accessible to others, arose out of early tool use. It should be noted here that the 
combinatory, sequential nature of the process that is represented relates to the role syntax plays 
in language, a point that I will address in more detail in part two. The ability to remember and re-
enact the steps in the toolmaking process was the prerequisite for reproducing the tool. A 
sustained tool industry that would give a hominin culture a selective advantage in competing for 
limited natural resources depended on the ability to pass this knowledge on to others in the social 
group and down to subsequent generations. The tool itself served as a medium for the individual 
who produced it, but for the cultural niche of the group a means of communicating the 
production method was essential. Without the transmission of the process from one generation to 
the next or from one group to another the ability to make the tool would have to be invented 
anew in each successive era. Research into the connection between the motor control system for 
manual gestures and mirroring systems (mirror neurons) suggests that the mode of 
communication that maintained the production of stone tools was mimetic gesturing. Studies 
have shown that both nonhuman primates and hominin have an established gesturing system that 
can recognize the act of grasping an object by a fellow member of the species and imitate it. It is 
at this level of cognition that humans share many essential processes, including among others 
perception, memory, attention, and categorization, with other primates.13 This shared set of 
functions forms the basis for the hominin development of the ability to mime actions as a means 
of conveying a process to other members of the social group.14 Thus prior to the emergence of 
language these mimetic skills were evidence that hominin possessed a certain limited capacity to 
communicate self-cued representations.15 The ability of early Homo to recognize mental 
representations of actions, Damasio’s mappings, and convey them intentionally marks a 
definitive break with the great apes.  

In conjunction with the perspectives provided by the discovery of mirroring networks, 
diverse evidence from areas of archaeology, cognitive psychology, developmental psychology, 
neuroscience, and neurolinguistics has merged to produce the widely acknowledged hypothesis 
that language evolved more from manual gestures than from the prelinguistic vocalizations of 
hominin and other primates (grunts, shouts, exclamations, etc). Neurophysiological and 
behavioral studies have shown that manual gestures and vocal language share the same control 
system, “a dual hand/mouth motor command system” which may be “the platform on which a 
combined manual and vocal communication system was constructed.”16 The tight connection 
between speech production and manual actions, including the accompaniment of speech with 
hand gestures, also suggests that human speech at its origins was closely linked to praxis-
oriented manual imitation. Some have pinpointed the more specific process of teaching tool 
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manufacture as the likely context in which language first emerged.17 Among other arguments for 
this claim is evidence that the neural substrates for language are exaptations of well-established 
networks involved in the learning of visuo-motor sequences such as tool use. Moreover, manual 
gestures and vocal production share the same motor control system, and the coordinating system 
for this dual mechanism is located in the Broca area of the brain that is known to play a central 
role in the production and comprehension of language. 

The prosthetic extension of the sequential manual acts required to produce the tool was 
lodged first in the medium of the tool itself and then in the mimetic reenactment of the process 
(mime, gestures). This mimetic ability sustained the production of stone tools in the Oldowan 
period for ca. 700,000 years without ushering in any major technological advances. In the 
prelinguistic period, the material medium and mimetic communication laid the foundation for the 
monumental leap in human evolution enabled by language. The next step in the expansion and 
increased sophistication of tool culture depended on a more robust and more flexible medium for 
not only conveying existing techniques but also for the conception and elaboration of new ones. 
According to the “technological hypothesis” of language evolution, the selective pressure to 
sustain stone tool use and production in the Oldowan period generated a mimetic set of 
conventional gestures, or protosigns. The new neural systems required to organize and process 
these protosigns then formed the substrate for the emergence of early speech acts (protospeech) 
that propelled Homo into the ever-accelerating coevolution of speech and the lithic tool industry 
of the Acheulean period.18 Mimetic representations are limited to modelling and representing 
event perceptions in the current situation.19 As long as this remained the medium for describing 
the toolmaking process, the tool itself would have almost certainly needed to be present for 
effective communication. However, in support of mimetic communication of the toolmaking 
process two important cognitive advances had already occurred: the ability to represent the self 
as an actor in episodic events, and the ability to represent perceived events through self-cued 
actions.20 Working in concert, these two mental faculties comprised the basis for a mode of 
representational thinking that would enable the mind to entertain virtual, imagined situations and 
potential future actions in the absence of the objects or contextual environment. Tracing the roots 
of contemporary media arts in early hominin tool culture, Louise Poissant offers this account of 
how material culture and technological skill undergird representational thinking: “The technique 
restores for us the state of advancement of our knowledge, crystallized in the tools that we have 
shaped but also our way of asking questions, of looking at solutions and of our way of 
representing a situation. There would be a whole technogenesis linking human development to 
technical innovations and to the materials produced.”21 

It is in this context that we should regard the presumptive origins of language in speech 
as a technological innovation, a product of technogenesis, that melded with other strands in the 
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coevolutionary advance of human culture. Another medium was needed to represent the 
materials and the basic actions in an exchange that could take place in the absence of the objects 
themselves. Speech served this purpose. We can only speculate about the stages in the path from 
the first utterances that represented the objects or actions at hand (protospeech) to the first 
instances of linguistic auditory objects being uttered and perceived as such. As evolutionary 
biologists have said about the difficulty of tracing the origin of language, “there seems to be no 
extant intermediate between ‘protolanguage’ (broadly understood as limited vocabulary without 
syntax) and human language.”22 At its base level, speech requires the channeling of aural images 
(mental representations of sounds) into the medium of linguistic utterances. In terms of its 
cognitive function, early speech connected with toolmaking may well have served as a prosthetic 
extension of the virtual representations that enabled mimetic communication of the process. The 
evolution and spread of this new medium led to physiological and neurological changes that 
were needed to effectively produce and perceive both the sounds and the virtual operations they 
represented. These included a high-speed vocal motor system, an expansion of the auditory 
repertoire to include the new auditory objects and sequences of speech, the development of a 
phonological loop to process the flow of sounds and auditory objects in working memory, and 
the development of cognitive operations that could construct and interpret new linguistic features 
such as syntactic structuring.23 As it gradually evolved over many millennia along a path that 
remains largely uncharted, spoken language served as a new technology, a medium, in the sense 
described by McLuhan, that extends the human senses and faculties into an external instrument 
which then engenders changes in the body so that it can interact with the new medium 
productively. As I will address more closely in section two, the transformational impact of this 
cultural medium also grew over time as it evolved into an increasingly complex and adaptable 
set of symbols that greatly extended the cognitive functions of the human brain. As it did so, it 
reorganized the brain in corresponding fashion. These changes are not immediately inheritable, 
although genetic and epigenetic change associated with the expansion of mental capacities would 
occur eventually. Still, as in the case of the coevolutionary process involving other technology, 
the neural reorganization of the brain required by language would pass down to subsequent 
generations via their interaction with the evolving medium. In this case, the process of language 
acquisition by the child would generate the neural systems necessary for linguistic 
comprehension and production.  

Speech as a medium for the manipulation of linguistic symbols did not evolve of course 
only in tandem with the manufacture of tools and other objects. The projection of internal 
mappings into speech was the catalyst for a long coevolutionary development that included, 
among other factors, social integration, enhanced speech and auditory organs and the neural 
networks to support them, representational thinking, a symbolic system for higher-order 
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representational thinking, and a corresponding expanded frontal cortex with cross-modal neural 
networks linked to it. As the culmination of these interlaced strands of evolution, language, both 
speech and later written language, emerged as the key medium/technology driving the 
coevolutionary process that resulted in enhanced modes of representational thinking, and the 
biological changes they required. As we turn now to assess how language might qualify as a 
living organism, Deacon’s wording to describe its relation to the species who created it—a “co-
evolutionary dynamic between language and its host”24—suggests how it may be seen as a 
special, and uniquely imbricated, instance of a universal process that governs all human 
interaction with the technology and culture it creates. 

 
Language as a Living Organism 

 
The idea that language is a living, even if not biological, organism derives support from 

the application of evolutionary theory to languages. Increasingly, evolutionary biologists and 
linguists together with researchers in the area of neurolinguistics argue that languages evolve 
according to natural selection and, more recently, due to random drift as well.25 Using 
terminology that reflects how languages evolve in much the same manner as living organisms, 
Deacon maintains that their structures mirror “the selection pressures that have shaped their 
reproduction.”26 He concedes of course that they are not physical organisms with their own 
metabolic processes or reproductive systems. Nonetheless, given that they coevolve with their 
host, he suggests the comparison to parasites, or possibly viruses, might best describe how they 
function like living systems. In a similar vein, the theory of language evolution espoused by 
linguists at Leiden University declares that “language is a symbiotic organism” and, “like any 
mutualist symbiont, language enhances our reproductive fitness.”27 These characterizations 
suggest that language lives in some manner outside of the resident organism, existing and 
evolving on its own. This is a counterintuitive claim, in the sense that we know language to be an 
exclusively human faculty, one thought by Chomsky and his school to have evolved biologically 
to become situated in a dedicated module in the modern human brain. However, in response to 
Chomsky’s theory, Deacon asserts that because we have focused on human development “we 
failed to notice that a flurry of adaptation has been going on outside the brain.”28 

In the second half of this essay I want to explore how language, as a prosthetic extension 
of the human, became an external medium (or technology) that functions analogously to the way 
living organisms negotiate their interaction with the surrounding world. For this I will draw on 
biosemiotics’s theory of how all forms of life depend on their ability to read and respond to the 
signs afforded them both internally by their own organism (endosemiotically) and externally by 
the environment they inhabit (exosemiotically). As I indicated above, I believe in its fundamental 
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positions biosemiotics is in accord with Damasio’s account of the Strange Order of Things. And 
although he does not publish directly under the flag of biosemiotics, Deacon’s theory of the 
“ententional nature” of all living organisms also coincides with its views on all the key points.29 
Moreover, like the theorists of biosemiotics, he too draws on Pierce’s model of the triadic 
structure of signs to describe how living organisms produce internal representations of the 
phenomena they encounter in the world around them. According to this account, representation 
begins with the ability to establish an iconic re-cognition of sensed phenomena (Pierce’s 
firstness), before an indexical relation can be established between them (secondness). Even 
without the capacity to construct a system of symbolic associations (thirdness), an organism with 
the interpretative ability to establish indexical relations between icons wields “inferential or 
predictive powers” that can imagine virtual instances (past, future, non-present, or imaginary) of 
the indexical relationships it perceives.30 These pre-linguistic mental representations, such as the 
hypothesized modes of protolanguage associated with teaching tool manufacture, form the basis 
for symbolic thinking and language.  

A brief overview of the main theses of biosemiosis as they apply to the issue at hand will 
provide the backdrop for exploring how language qualifies as a living organism. There is good 
reason to take this approach, for Jesper Hoffmeyer, the leading theorist of the predominant 
Copenhagen branch of biosemiotics, has characterized language as a special case of a more 
general biosemiosis. At its base, biosemiotics offers an ontological interpretation of the second 
law of thermodynamics to conclude that agency and functionality exist in the world, both for 
organic substances and, to a lesser degree, inorganic ones as well, under the sign of an all-
pervasive causality.31 Hoffmeyer contends that Peirce’s definition of sign as the basic relation 
that permeates all of nature implies that a final cause is involved and that it is the force driving 
the evolution and spread of living organisms. He terms this dynamic that brings things into 
existence “under guidance of interpretation in a local context” a semiotic causality.32 In 
adherence with this underlying causality, living systems self-organize, that is, they generate 
regularities that enable them to maintain, perpetuate, and expand their existence—or in terms of 
the second law of thermodynamics, increase the energy that flows through them. To do so, they 
must form interpretants or, in Peirce’s terminology, habits, that regulate and guide the 
interpretation of the signs generated in their interaction with the world around them. Rejecting 
the notion of the all-determinant gene, biosemiotics claims that the fitness of the individual 
organism depends as much on “the infinitude of semiotic interactions linking cells, tissues and 
organs together into stable functional modules”33 as on a network of biologically inherited 
genetic traits. The total environment that an organism inherits presents itself as a semiosphere 
that poses certain constraints and requires all levels of species populations, from genes and cells 
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to more complex organisms and cultures, to master a vast array of sensory signs in order to 
survive and thrive. 

In the biosemiotic account, genetic information is only one element in a relational 
entirety that determines how an organism adapts and evolves. Genes do not directly determine 
specific traits in the adult organism. They do “mechanistically determine the amino acid 
backbones of given proteins,”34 but an array of intermediary processes (such as RNA editing) 
intervene to modulate the properties of the proteins produced by the genes, tuning them to the 
specific needs of the particular tissue or membrane as it interacts with the environment. In this 
scheme genes function much like a computerized inventory-control system that assesses the 
efficiency of semiotic modulators in interpreting the signs that comprise the ever-evolving 
semiosphere.35 The iconic and indexical relations established in the dynamic interplay between 
the organism (tissue, membrane, etc.) and the environment adjust the instructions from the genes 
to fit the needs of the current situation. In doing so, the experience that accumulates forms 
regularities (Pierce’s habits) that reset the functional relation between the strands of DNA in the 
genome. The semiotic process of interpretation occurs at all levels of life, even in unicellular 
organisms. They too sense and respond to the environment they inhabit (Damasio, 19). In most 
cases (prokaryotes), there is no nucleus that contains the DNA in a separate area, and yet the 
genetic code communicates with the chemical and molecular components of the cell, guiding 
how they utilize materials from the world around them in their metabolism, including their 
alliance with other cells. Even at this most basic level of life, the organism (a single cell) is 
interpreting the signs afforded it by its environment in a semiotic process that involves 
transcription between the digital code of the DNA and the iconic and indexical relations detected 
by its organic components. In the more complex structure of cells with nuclei (eukaryotes), this 
division of semiotic functions is segmented into the metabolic processes of protein synthesis in 
the cell nucleus and the interaction with the surrounding environment executed by the outer 
plasma membrane. At the heart of all (bio-)semiotic functions is the code duality inherent in the 
interaction between a digital code (DNA) and the analog relations linking the organic 
components of the system to the surrounding environment, as well as the internal ones among 
themselves.36  

According to biosemiotics, the evolutionary fitness of the organism depends not only on 
its genetic inheritance, but also, and perhaps even more decisively, on the “semiotic competence” 
that governs the interaction between the organism and the environment.37 A key asset in the 
interpretative process that enables living organisms to respond to signs in nature in a favorable 
manner is the plasticity built into the system. Genes serve as a control mechanism, but “the 
ontogeny of morphological and behavioral traits is secured through a sophisticated mechanism of 
semiotic scaffolding.”38 This scaffolding that forms out of the totality of experience gained in the 
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organism’s interaction with the environment is not coded for in the genome. If it were, this 
would diminish the flexibility and adaptability needed to respond to the vagaries of the 
environment an organism encounters. And by extension, this would inhibit epigenetic changes to 
the genome that occur when the expression of certain genes is inhibited in favor of others that 
respond more beneficially to the eco-semiotic interaction. In the view of biosemiotics, after the 
early phases of life on Earth, this freedom in the interaction between the genome and its organic 
complement became more important for its expansion than anatomical factors: “the most 
important feature of organic evolution was, … not the creation of a multiplicity of amazing 
morphological structures, but the general expansion of ‘semiotic freedom.’”39 

From a macro point of view, semiotic freedom coincides with James Mark Baldwin’s 
claim that social inheritance plays a key role in Darwinian evolution, not only in the case of 
human evolution, but also to a lesser extent in the animal world.40 The Baldwin Effect, as this 
central piece of his theory of evolution is called, posits that plasticity is a key trait affecting 
natural selection. In this regard, biosemiotics also accords with the recent theory in 
developmental biology of an extended evolutionary synthesis and its emphasis on the role of 
phenotypic plasticity in natural selection. When viewed in its totality, this modified modern 
synthesis of Darwinian evolution shifts the focus from a complex of biologically inherited 
genetic traits to the adaptability of the organism and the species as a whole within the 
environment. In arguing for the adoption of a broad-based developmental systems theory, Denis 
Walsh contends that adaptive phenotypic plasticity plays an essential role in evolution in 
conjunction with genetic inheritance. Much like biosemiotics, he links this trait to the basic 
biological drive to sustain the life of the organism: “The purposiveness of organisms is 
manifested in their adaptive plasticity and robustness. Plasticity is the capacity of an organism to 
adapt to the vagaries of its conditions of existence by controlling and implementing changes to 
its own structures and processes.”41 

A form of semiotic scaffolding analogous to that at work in biological organisms guides 
the way language changes to meet the needs of the culture it serves. In the case of language, 
lexemes serve as the digital units in the symbolic code that are activated to fulfill the 
communicative demands of a particular cultural experience. As Hoffmeyer notes, words, in a 
similar fashion to genes, do not directly influence our interaction with our (cultural) 
environment, even though we may attempt to use them to cast spells or generate other direct 
effects.42 Rather, they serve as scaffolding tools that exert their influence when individuals 
engage them to make sense of and influence cultural matters. The semiotic freedom at work in 
biological systems also supports language’s role in human evolution. Words can take on 
meanings that serve to scaffold our understanding of novel cultural experiences and expand the 
digital code available for future events. Some prominent current examples of how this form of 
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semiotic freedom is at work in the evolution of language, out of many possible ones, include 
such formulations as cancel culture, gender gap, gig economy, or comorbidity.43 

With respect to language, Deacon contends that the plasticity posited by Baldwin and the 
extended evolutionary synthesis is the key genetic trait that enables the inheritance of linguistic 
ability. Elaborating on this point to rebut the Chomskian idea of a language instinct, he maintains 
that the ability of the human child to acquire language depends on a “learning bias” that is in part 
inherited but also dependent on the social and cultural elements shaping language.44 What might 
qualify as a “language instinct” is not any innate structure, such as a universal grammar, but 
rather an affinity for the grammatical structures, syntax, and lexical items that evolve along with 
a particular culture. Deacon argues, convincingly, that the fundamental principle guiding the 
design of languages is, as with living organisms, reproduction—and not their effectiveness as a 
means of communication. The selective pressures determining how they change are imposed by 
their users, and above all, he claims, by children in the process of acquiring linguistic skills. 
Those features that each generation of children can learn quickly become the dominant forms 
passed down to the next generation. In this way, a language behaves like a living organism (and 
a form of technology), displaying patterns associated with human cultural evolution and adhering 
to semiotic processes that support life.45 

On the side of the user in this coevolutionary dynamic, new neurobiological networks 
determine how language has to change to remain viable. As language became increasingly 
complex, advances in the human cognitive system were required to support the ability of humans 
not only to represent objects with words, but also to combine these basic linguistic units into 
meaningful sequences. The cognitive capacity to manage the sequential ordering of linguistic 
symbols did not simply emerge ex novo. It required the exaptation of existing systems that 
served corresponding functions in the realm of physical actions. As indicated by the shared 
control system for manual actions and vocal language, neural networks used for episodic 
structuring of sensorimotor events served as a substratum for the higher-order syntactical 
operations of speech production. The neural systems that formed to support the semiotic 
operations involved in language usage provided scaffolding for both the increasing complexity of 
language and for the rapid acceleration of human evolution. In the long period of hominin 
evolution following the coup that introduced symbolic thinking, this new level of cognitive 
function provided a competitive advantage with ever-expanding application. Throughout the 
period selection for anything that promoted this uniquely hominin capability would have been 
consistently strong. Over many millennia hominin learned how to employ abstract symbolical 
relations to extrapolate from the present and imagine both past events and potential future ones. 
To accommodate the expanding network of neural systems needed to support symbolic thinking 
there was a steady, if gradual, increase in brain size, and the prefrontal cortex in particular. 
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Contrary to the long-standing narrative about this development, contemporary research in 
various areas of cognitive science and evolutionary biology indicate that “the remarkable 
expansion of the brain that took place in human evolution, and indirectly produced prefrontal 
expansion was not the cause of symbolic language but a consequence of it.”46 

As hominin acquired the faculty of symbolic communication, the selection for language 
abilities was almost certainly connected with a wide range of social and cultural functions it 
supported. Early on toolmaking likely played a leading role and promoted the exaptation of 
motor neural systems for the semiotic negotiation of symbolic relations. Over the period of 
hominin evolution driven by its tool culture, various groups with differing degrees of cultural 
interaction were able to utilize the nascent power of symbolic association to support social 
developments that afforded them a selective advantage: tighter and longer-enduring mother-
infant relationships, more extensive foraging, better organized hunting, more widely coordinated 
warfare, strictly defined mating and family relationships, and stronger social cohesion in general. 
Each of these new areas where symbolic communication enabled cultural advances required an 
expansion of the neural networks that performed the necessary cognitive work. However, once 
the initial faculty for symbolic reference had been acquired, the additional uses could form more 
easily by adapting the existing neural architecture to accommodate new patterns. The application 
of early language to social roles reinforced the existing cognitive systems for symbolic 
representation, including importantly higher order processes of representational thinking fluent 
in code duality. The social roles listed above obtain only in relation to a model of society as a 
whole and the symbolic relations that comprise the model. This is true of all social relations, for 
“… once society exists, every function is automatically transformed into a sign of that 
function.”47 In terms of the code duality inherent in all semiotic processes, an actual occurrence 
of social interaction, such as a woman remaining monogamous and caring for the offspring with 
her partner, is an analog instance of indexical relations in the here and now that has social 
meaning only in relation to the digital set of roles that comprise a particular society. 

 The emergence of social modelling is but one instance of how symbolic representation 
reverberated through various strands of human cultural evolution, including the social 
phenomenon of language. As in the case of social modelling, the code duality of language 
mirrors that of biosemiosis, but it presents what Hoffmeyer terms a “discontinuity puzzle.”48 
According to the definition of sign in biosemiotics, as derived from Peirce, all (bio-)semiotic 
processes involve all three forms of relations (iconic, indexical, symbolic).49 However, according 
to practically all accounts of the evolution of language, prior to the establishment of a lexicon 
whose terms referred to abstract concepts, sign communication (mimetic communication, in 
Donald’s scheme) consisted of only iconic and indexical relations. Hoffmeyer accounts for this 
seeming contradiction by declaring that “Deacon’s evolutionary temporalization of Peirce’s icon-
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index-symbol trichotomy allows us to understand language as a special case of a more general 
biosemiosis.”50 However, his description of this special case status dodges the actual issue of 
discontinuity: “[when seen] as a particular species’ instantiation of more general biosemiosis, 
language emerges as a ‘more-or-less’ phenomenon in continuity with the rest of the animal 
world.”51 As described above, the account of human evolution supported by research from a 
wide array of disciplines characterizes the selective advantage provided by language as anything 
but a “‘more-or-less’ phenomenon.”  

Despite his somewhat equivocal initial response to the discontinuity question, Hoffmeyer 
alludes to a more promising way of understanding the special case of language when he frames it 
in terms of the distinction between endosemiotic and exosemiotic symbolic functioning. He 
qualifies Deacon’s “temporalization of Peirce’s icon-index-symbol trichotomy” with respect to 
language as occurring in the exosemiotic sphere and suggests that this may help provide insights 
into the “shift from a purely indexical world of sign relations to a symbolic world”52 that 
occurred some four billion years ago and ushered in the existence of living organisms. He then 
offers an account of how a continually shifting gene-to-gene relation developed in correlation 
with indexically related metabolic processes at the dawn of life. Regularities began to form, 
enabling biosemiosis (symbolic interpretation) and resetting the functional relation between 
genes in a manner that promoted the reproduction of cellular life. In terms of language’s relation 
to this scenario, he merely declares that one could see it “as a naturalization of language or as a 
linguification of the processes of life.”53 

In the following, I want to draw on my account of language as a medium/technology in 
the first half of this essay to unpack Hoffmeyer’s cryptic description of how language may be 
understood as a special case of biosemiosis. In doing so, I will highlight three indications of a 
deep-seated, isomorphic relation between the semiotic system at work in biological organisms 
and the one that informs the continuing evolution of language. 

 
1. The first is a parallel in the semiotic processes that led to the first life forms and those 

that produced language as a medium for the prosthetic extension of representational 
thinking. As a prosthetic extension of human biological attributes into an external 
medium, proto-speech reflected the evolving neural and physiological systems required 
to produce and comprehend it. With respect to anatomical changes, this includes the 
descended larynx and the altered oral cavity, among others. It also entailed novel mental 
capacities involved in understanding and interpreting the utterances. At its most basic 
level, this included the ability to map indexical connections between the sounds or 
gestures and the objects to which they referred. In processing the indexical relation 
between object and referent, prelinguistic speech already required higher order mental 
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operations. However, the progression to the next level of thinking provided a clear break 
with the cognitive skills of all other species. The path to this level of cognitive activity 
was long, and the steps involved remain largely a mystery. The fact that it took hundreds 
of thousands of years and the difficulty of teaching it to other primates with a very similar 
genetic and physiological make-up as early hominin suggest serious obstacles standing in 
the way. Deacon speculates that “attention to higher-order, more distributed associations 
and away from those based on temporal-spatial correlations may render these other forms 
of learning somewhat less efficient.”54 If this is true, we can imagine countless attempts 
by individuals or small groups to use words to refer to absent objects failing to take hold 
before a threshold number of users was reached where the advantages would outweigh 
the difficulties. What would be achieved then would be a whole new mode of 
representational thinking: “Neurologically and semiotically, symbolic abilities do not 
necessarily represent more efficient communication, but instead represent a radical shift 
in communicative strategy.”55  

The threshold accomplishment that achieves the shift in communicative strategy 
is language itself. Human language involves the ability to manipulate representations of 
objects and events that are not in the present as well as the knowledge that these are mere 
representations. Once a set of interrelated symbols, a digital code of lexical units, is in 
place, language serves not only as a tool for more complex communication, but also a 
technological extension of representational thinking that remediates back into the neural 
networks of the user and spurs an expanding coevolutionary cycle of advances in mental 
capabilities and linguistic adaptability. It serves then as the medium for the prosthetic 
extension not only of the cognitive systems supporting semantic and syntactical 
operations, but also of mentality itself. Deacon asserts that there are two classes of 
phenomena that he would be willing to categorize as emergent features in the history of 
the earth: life and mentality.56 The evolutionary development of the human mental 
faculty required the assistance of analog, indexical media over many thousands of years 
as a digital code of linguistic symbols gradually took shape. The path to language as 
symbolic communication occurred both in the evolving neural systems of hominin and 
outside the body/organism in various media, culminating in a spoken language based on a 
set of digitally coded semantic units. For the first time, a medium (an extension of the 
human into an inorganic realm) became the locus for semiosis. This is a special case of a 
more general biosemiosis in that it assumes the semiotic relations that define organic life 
without being a living, physical organism. 

Although we cannot definitively trace the transition from gestural and mimetic 
communication to full-fledged symbolic, linguistic communication, a recent addition to 
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biosemiotic theory suggests how it recapitulates the evolution of more general 
biosemiosis. Hoffmeyer and Frederik Stjernfelt employ Pierce’s definition of proposition 
(dicisign) to describe how in the most basic level of organisms biosemiosis involves 
proto-propositions with a dual Subject-Predicate structure. These involve a combination 
of indexical (the “Where” of the Subject side of the proposition—a spatiotemporal 
determination) and iconic sign relations (the “What” of the Predicate side of the 
proposition).57 In the semiotic operations of simpler organisms, “the dicisign remains 
confined to the cognitive process guiding organismic behavior in the environment; with 
the appearance of communication, the propositional structure of the dicisign—its duality 
of indexically directing attention to an object and iconically describing it—comes out in 
the open, so to speak, and the two aspects may be separated as different aspects of the 
sign.”58 In the transition from proto-speech to language, this stage of evolution of more 
general biosemiosis is reenacted externally in the medium of the spoken word. The 
propositional aspect of the sign relations in the basic forms of life “comes out in the 
open” when it becomes analytically accessible in the prosthetic extension that is 
language. This leads to “higher degrees of semiotic freedom, higher degrees of 
combinatorial complexity, and higher degrees of selection between articulate semiotic 
possibilities in cognition, action, and communication.”59 This is the more general 
biosemiotic equivalent to the shift from proto-speech to language, whereby the shift to 
representational thinking enables comparable higher degrees of “combinatorial 
complexity” and exposes the operational aspects of mentality that are both its cause and 
its consequence. 

2. This parallel in the semiotic processes supporting living systems and those at work in 
language suggests the possibility of a second correlation in the structural patterns 
underlying the code duality in each case. This involves, on one hand, the process for 
translating the genetic code into the manufacture of proteins, and on the other, the 
operation that enables the symbolic codes of language (the semantic units) to have 
referential significance in practical cultural situations. In the case of the most basic 
biosemiotic process at the cellular level, the implementation of the code in protein 
synthesis occurs in this manner: “there is no chemical or molecular isomorphy between 
genes and proteins—and thus the problem of gene to protein translation has been solved 
only by the development of specific molecules, transferRNAs (tRNAs) that can build a 
bridge between them.”60 This act of translation is a semiotic mechanism precisely 
because it occurs between two independent, biologically dissimilar realms and thus 
requires a set of arbitrary conventions, a code, that can establish a link.61 In the analogous 
semiotic relations that inform language, neural processing of linguistic acts in the brain 
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has to build a bridge between the digital codes (words/lexemes) and the cultural contexts 
to which they are applied. One prominent theory in recent evolutionary biology regards 
the emergence of networks capable of performing syntactical operations as the 
translational mechanism that transformed proto-speech into language and spurred the 
evolution to the more highly sophisticated culture of Homo sapiens in the Paleolithic 
period: “Our claim is that the most important, and largely novel, faculty selected for was 
the ability of the networks to process syntactical operations on symbols that are part of a 
semantically interwoven network.”62 Linguistic symbolic reference is indeed always 
systemic (“part of a semantically interwoven network”). Only when a sufficient 
categorical (digital) system of symbols is in place, can the representational potential that 
is distributed among the words find expression. Still, this requires a linking mechanism to 
combine them in meaningful patterns, such that semantic function is necessarily 
imbricated with syntactical operations. 

3. The third parallel between the semiotic system of all life forms and languages concerns 
the role that a script plays in determining the possible cultural configurations of a species 
at any given moment in time. The use of the word “script” here stems from the long-
standing metaphor of DNA as a “language.” More precisely, it has been viewed and 
discussed as a form of alphabetic writing composed of the four nucleobases (“letters”) C, 
G. A, and T that are combined according to base pairing rules to form nucleotides. When 
the language metaphor is taken to express how the genome regulates or even dictates the 
make-up and behavior of the organism, misconceptions arise with respect both to the 
biological organism and language. The written language analogy for the sequences of 
nucleotides that compose the genome does not extend much beyond the comparison 
between the letters of a phonetic alphabet and the four (or five, if you include the U base 
that substitutes for T in RNA molecules) nucleobases. Suffice it here to point out that the 
complex structures involved in the expression of DNA do not correspond in any 
meaningful way to the formal aspects of written language: phonetic transcription, 
morphology, syntax, etc.  

More problematic is when human language is seen as “a transformation of cell 
language” and, by extension, even as encoded in the genome.63 The similarities portrayed 
above between the semiotic processes supporting life and those involved in the 
functioning of language do not suggest this. Rather, they point to a parallel in the way the 
digital code in each case (DNA sequencing and alphabetic writing) synchronizes with the 
organism’s experience in its Umwelt,64 on the one hand, and with an evolving cultural 
sphere, on the other. In both cases, the code has a prescriptive function that guides how a 
species or an evolving human culture adapts to the changing world situations thrown their 
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way. Anton Markoš has argued that the lineages of living organisms are isomorphic with 
those of culture, focusing in particular on the role that corresponding scripts play in each 
case: “cultures and culture-like systems – human culture, natural languages, and life 
forms – always draw from history, memory, experience, internal dynamics, etc., 
transforming themselves creatively into new patterns, never foreseen before. […] 
Ontogeny and speciation in various lineages draw from continuous re-interpretation of 
conservative genetic/generic ‘texts’, as well as from changes of the interpretative process 
itself.”65 In the case of an established human culture there is a constant tension between 
its sacred founding texts and the changing demands of everyday life. This tension plays 
itself out on one level in the differences between written language and the everyday 
spoken language. New words or word usages appear regularly to describe shifts in 
everyday practices, uprooted social relations, the development of new technologies, 
changes in fashion, and evolving views of the world. Written texts designed to preserve 
traditional ways of living and thinking and the power structures they uphold (sacred texts, 
constitutions, legislation, and the like) are not easily amended and tend to assimilate 
changes occurring in the living language in ways that sustain their conservative influence. 
The most sacred, foundational texts of a culture are considered, as the metaphor has it, 
“written in stone.” Still, the invention of writing with its power to inhibit the evolutionary 
adaptation of language in vital areas of culture also gave rise to hermeneutics as a method 
to explain how change-resistant canonical writings are to be read and interpreted 
according to the current cultural context. This account of the dynamic between the 
prescriptive force of alphabetic writing and the needs of communities, social groups, or 
nations to adapt to cultural evolution mirrors the semiotic interplay of the genetic code of 
a species with the organism’s ongoing adaptation to a changing environment. Just as 
semiotic freedom is the crucial element in the competence and fitness of the species, a 
vibrant culture depends on forces and mechanisms that can overturn the rigidity enforced 
by alphabetic writing. With the rise of modern technological bureaucracies new forms of 
resistance have emerged to counter the pervasive control written texts exert over all areas 
of everyday life. Since the turn of the twentieth century performing arts and film, for 
example, have provided avenues for the prosthetic extension of “unscripted” biological 
“habits” (in Peirce’s sense) into alternative media that challenge the hegemony of the 
written word.66  

 
Thus, in conclusion, we can assert that language is special because at the level of human 

culture it mirrors the driving force that sustains the fitness of living organisms and species. As an 
exosemiotic phenomenon, a technological innovation that serves as a medium, language is the 
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quintessential prosthetic extension of the particular semiotic process that has enabled the 
emergence and development of the human species. It is, in other words, the ultimate vehicle 
through which biosemiosis was extended into human cultural evolution. As such, it also reveals 
that for a culture to remain vital its linguistic faculty must exhibit a semiotic competence 
grounded in plasticity and freedom. Moreover, with respect to the fitness and sustainability of the 
human species, and perhaps the planet as well, this insight into the nature of language can help 
reveal misconceptions that lead us to overestimate what role it can or should play in the matter. 
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